Selecting the Right Vacuum for the Right Job
Some cleaning jobs require a special kind of vacuum. And with so many options to consider - weight,
motor, ergonomics, cleaning width, bagged or bagless selecting the right tool for the job can be difficult.
Below, the commercial cleaning experts at Parish-Supply analyze the various types of cleaning challenges
and the vacuums that are frequently designated to tackle the job:
Team Cleaning

Detail Cleaning

Zone Cleaning

For this method that assigns one
team member to a specific
cleaning task - vacuuming,
restroom cleaning, light-duty
work - lightweight backpack
vacuums are a go-to tool. Most
models, such as the Speedster
600/1000, offer unique features
that help maintain a proper body
position, improve user comfort
without affecting productivity and
are found to be an effective tool
for maintaining a healthy level of
indoor air quality. With a CRI Seal
of Approval, the versatile
Speedster is well-equipped with
an assortment of attachments for
multi-surface cleaning.

Canister vacuums make it easy to
detail clean hard-to-reach areas
like corners, crevices and stairs.
Compact and lightweight in
design, models like the Ultra
Quiet Nace PSP 200 canister are
often equipped with a stainless
steel wand, complete set of
attachments and longer cord,
allowing for easier access to a
wide range of cleaning areas.

Zone cleaning is the method in
which each employee is
responsible for every cleaning
task in a given area, and upright
vacuums are the most versatile
tool to attack zone cleaning.
Choose one with dual motor
power and a wide cleaning path like the Tornado CV 30/38 - to
get the job done fast. Outfitted
with a 12-15 inch cleaning path,
50-foot cord and convenient
attachments, the CV series
vacuum cleaner is durable,
versatile, easy-to-use and a
breeze to maintain.

Hospitality Cleaning

Day Cleaning

Productivity

Another method that calls for
detail cleaning, hospitality
cleaning calls for an extremely
lightweight upright or canister
vacuum. Built for powerful
cleaning in a lightweight design,
Tornado CK 13/1 upright model
weighs only 8 pounds, offers easy
maneuverability and has the CRI
Seal of Approval.

Quieter, commercial-strength
upright vacuums are best suited
for day cleaning, a routine that
studies show can cost 15 to 25
percent less than cleaning at
night. Use a quieter upright that
offers superior filtration and is
built to withstand daily, heavy
use so staff can clean around the
clock with less interruption to
workers. Known for quality and
durability, Tornado offers many of
the quietest vacuums available,
many uprights that operate below
70 dBs, the limit to meet L.E.E.D.
requirements.

In today's economy, no matter
what the job is, everyone needs
to cut costs and increase
productivity. Parish-Supply offers
a versatile selection of durable,
low-maintenance and powerful
vacuums that are designed to fit
the most specific of cleaning
operations.
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To learn more about our line of
vacuums, visit our internet site @
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